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Abstrac t 

Contingent probabilistic plans (CPP) have 
emerged to be a n important too l for planning ill 
un certain and incomplete environ ments. While 
Baye,ian networks have been used as an efficient 
mechanism for probabilisti c plan projection, th eir 
use for epps ('valuation hill> not been discussed. 
In this paper, we address not only the proce
dures to construct compact Bayesian networks 
for CPPs evaluation but also their correctness . an 
aspect neglected by most current Bayesian net
work approaches. We t ry to accomplish that by 
providing a language which combines extended 
logic programs and probabilistic logic programs 
to represent probabilistic and deterministic ac
tions models with indirect dfects and dom ain 
constraints. We propose t.he co ncept of Bayesian 
network-trees which are compact t ree structures 
of Bayesian network fragment~ a nd use them to 
evalu ate t he probability that a C PP achieves a 
given goal. \'I'e discllss Bayesian netwo rk abstrac:
tion tech ni ques which can be used to speed up 
the evaluation process. Our Bayesian network
tree construction algori t hm can be proved to be 
sound and complete, und er certain conditions, ill 
our proposed semantics . 

Introduction 
Bayesian ndworks (B"l') (Pearl 1988) have become 
th e most popular Ttlethod for rrpresenting and rea
soning with probab ilisti c information . There has rr
cently been in creasing interes t in using B ~s to pr rfo rlll 
plan project ion (Kushm er ick et al. 1995 ; Darwi chr and 
Goldszmidt 1994; Davidson and Fehling 1994) as well 
as plan generat.ion (Blythe 1994) . Although the use of 
BNs as the un de rlying representation provides a uni
fo rm and relati vely com pact rep resentation of buth ac
tions and dom;)in relations, the process of cumpu ting 
posterior probab ilities (inference) in BNs rema ins l\P
hard « :ooper 1990). This complexity becomes par
ti cularly probl ematic in the large model~ that arise in 
plan evaluati on . But typically on ly a small portion 
of a domain mo de l will be relevant to evaluating any 
given pl a n. Recent work has taken advantage of this 
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fac t by constructing relatively sm a ll networks for eva l
uating plans from knowledge basI'S (KB) of network 
fragm ents (Bly the 1994; Dav idson and Fehling 1994; 
Lehner et at. 1994) . But none of thi s work has pro
vided a fonn a l semantics for the knowledge base from 
whi ch the netwo rks are co nstru cted . Such a form al 
semanti cs is necessary to be able to prove the pl a n 
('valuation process co rr r:c t. 

The need for information gath ering act ions anrl COI1-

t ingrnt (or conditiona l) plans have been well r('cog
nizeo by planning , d('cision analysis and roboti cs re
search communities. A contingent probabilis ti r pl an
ner, C-B URIDAN (Drap er et at. 1994), has been pro
posed. C- BURIDAN does not use BNs to perform plan 
proj ection. Contingent probabilistic plans (CPP) 
are a lso the main tupi c of decision-theoretic planning, 
either in the form of Influence Di agrams (Howard and 
Matheson 1984; Pearl 1988) or Markov processes (DE'an 
and Wellman 1991 ; Boutilier et al. 1995b). However, 
none of this work addresses the plan proj ec tion prob
lem hy constructing BNs from a KB of ac tion mod
els with indirect effe ct~ and domain constraints , e.g. 
(Baral 1 99;j; Lin 1995) , in a rigoruus way. 

In this paper we pruvide a comprehensive logical 
fr a mework for th E' r e presentation and evaluation 
of CPPs. We aim at the fo llowing contrib utions: 

• A logical represent a tion framework fur proba
bilistic temporal reasoning and planni ng is provided. 
We propose a com binat ion of extend ed logic pro
gram s (Gelfond and Lifschitz 1991) and probabilj~
tic logic progra ms (~go and Haddawy 1995) with 
well-d efined semanti c::; as a nwans to l' ('p r('sent action 
effects , indirect effects and domain const raints. Ex
tended logic programs have been used RS the main
st ream logic programming tool for rea;;oning about 
deterministic actions and change (Celfond and Lif
schitz 1991) . Th" probabilistic lugic programs in 
( ~go an d Haddawy 1995) have a di rect rdatiun::;hip 
with BNs , which are the main tool for r(,asoning 
about probabilistic actions and change (Pearl 1995; 
Blythe 1994; Davidson and Fehling 1994; Lehner 
et al. 1994). We show that the provided frame
work is capa ble of rep resen ting all the action models 
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used in probabilistic planners and in a wid e range of 
d:"cision- theoretic pianners. 

• The use of BNs for CPP projection and a 
knowledge-based BN construction for CPP 
projection procedure, whose correctnrss and com
pleteness can be proved, arf' proposed. We pro
pose thf' concept of Bayesian Network-tree (BN
tree) and use it to encode both the contingencies 
and the effects caused by a CPP. The available prob
ability updating procedures can be utilized on the 
constructed BN-tree. 

Essentially, in our framework , deterministic knowl
edge is used to reason about deterministic effects of 
actions and as context to index t he relevant prob
abilistic information. This is particularly useful in 
plan evaluation since when evaiuitting a plan, the 
performance of one's own actions is deterrllinistic 
knowledge, i.e. , we know whether or not we plan 
to attempt an action. So actions can bf' treated 
as conti'xt to index the portions of thf' probabilis
tic knowledge necessary to model their effects. By 
constructing a BN-tree tailored to specific goals, the 
pf'rfurmance is improved. 

• We show the need of abstraction and propo~e thf' 
use of local BN abstraction techniques for CPP 
evaluation. SOIlIf' techniques for BI'; abstraction 
werr prrsentcd in (Lam 1994). Unfortunately, they 
arf' unsound. In this paper we show that some lo
cal transformation rules can be helpful in evaluating 
dynami c BNs for temporal reasoning. 

We USf' a running toy examplr, which is inspirrd by 
the one in (Davidson and Fehling 1994), to ilJustrate 
our rf'presf'ntation framework. Morf' details about the 
encoding of this f'xample in our framework can be 
found in thr full paper. Suppose that a rohot is se
cretly attempting to fetch an ubject from the floor in 
an offiCi' . it needs to use its gripper to pick up th e 
object an d put it in the bag it is carrying. The grip
per may be dirty which increases the chance thai the 
robot will drop the object it is holding. We consider 
three possible actions the robot can perform: use its 
gripper to pick up an object, put the object held in 
thf' gri pprr in the bag , and clean its gripper. In order 
to introdu ce a srnsing action , WE' assul1w that before 
cleaning its gripper, the robot should check whether 
the grippf'r is currently clean or not because cleaning 
a clean gripper may make it dirty (or other penalties 
like delayed time). The robot must avoid detection by 
a sound sensor which can activate an alarm . We as
SUHlf' that the object location can only br either on 
the floor , in the robot's gripprr or in thr bag it car
rif's; and at the beginning the object is on the floor. In 
order for the robo t to plan in this domain, it must be 
proviclf'd with a knowl edge base of action m odel and 
domain model. 

Fiv;ure La shows a possible BN model of the pickup 
action. The nod es rep rE'srnt thf' variablc:s involved in 
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the performance of pickup . Object location in the 
next stage is affected hy the action and probabilisti
cally depends on the object's position and the dirti
ness of the gripper b({ore thr action is performed. If 
the pickup action causes the ubject to fall on floor , 
thf' sound alarm might be activatrd. Similar interpre
tations apply to the Bl\ models of the c/ranGr'ipper 
and put in Bag actions depicted in Figurf's l.b and l.d , 
respecti vely. Figure I. c shows the effect of the informa
tion sensing action checkGripper. Figure l.e displays 
the intrinsic relationship between random variables in 
one time slice. Figure 1.f depi cts the persistence rules: 
status of random variables in future stagf's depend on 
curren t status, if there is no intervening itction. 

Because of the space limi tation , we sketch the repre
sentation language and will not pruvide it.s formal ije
Tllantics. Details on those issues can be found in (~v;o 
31 at. 1995) and in the full paper . 

Representation Language 
We have two types of predicates: probabilistic and 
deterministic prl'dicates. Some of the predi catf's arc 
timed predi cates. A timed predicate always has the 
first attributE' indicating the timf' the associated event 
or relationship denot <:u by the predicate occurs. We 
model only discrdr timf' and throughout the papr[ we 
represent the set of time points by the set of int<:grrs. 
If A is a ground timed atom and the time attribute is 
t , we say A (happens) at time t. 

Deterministic predicates (d-prf'dicates) have val ue 
true or false and are deterministic. Th ey are used 
to describe the context the agent is in and to elimi
nate unnecessary probabilisti c information from con
sideration by the agent. Determmistic atoms (d
atoms) and literals (d-lit erals) are atoms and liter
als formf'd from d-predicates. A deterministic base 
(DB) is an extended logic program (Gelfond and Lif
schitz 1991 ; Baral and Gelfond 1994), which is a set 
of universally quantifi ed srntences of th e form Lo <

L1, ... ,Lm, not Lm +1 , ... , not Ln ; where 17l.,n 20 
and the L;'s are d-literals. 

A probabilistic predicate (p-predicate) repre
sents a class of similar random variables. p-predicates 
appf'ar in probabilistic sentences and are the focus 
of probabilistic inference processes. An atom form ed 
from a probabilistic predicate is called a probabilistic 
atom (p-atom). Normally , each random variable in a 
probability model can take values in a finite '=iet and in 
each possible realization of the world ) that variabl e can 
have one and only one value. We cap t ure that property 
by requiring that each p-predicate has at least one at.
tribute. The last attribute of a p-predicate represents 
the value of the corresponding variable. For exampl e, 
the variablr alarm can have the value yes or no and can 
be rep resen ted by a two-position predi cate -thr first 
position indicates the tim f' and the second indi catps 
the status of th e alarm. We must sperify th e r<.1ngf' 
of the valuf's of random variables represented by a p-
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Figurp 1: BN models of (a) pickup action , (b) clean Gripper ac tion, (c) checkGrippf'r action, (d) putin Bag action , 
(e) intrinsic causal rRlationships, (f) persistence relationshi ps and (g) the uncertain status of so und sensor caused 
by exugenous r vents. 

predi cate, sn associated with each p-predicate p must 
be a statemRnt of the form VAL(p) = {Vl , ." ,Vn } , 

where V i , ... , Vn are constants. "Ve denote the set of 
all such predicate d e clarations in a knowledge base 
by PD. 

Example 1 The following are decla-
ratio7ls oJ p-predicates in our robot exa mple. P D 
{loration(T : Tim! , a Object , V) , V AL(Location) 
{floor, in(jripper, in Bag}; alarm(T 
Time , V) , V AL(alarm) 
{yes , no}; sensor(I' Tim e, V), V A L( sensor) 
{activated, deactivated}; gripperdirty(T 
Tim t, V), V A L(gri pprrdirty) 
{yes, no}; gr·ipperstatus(T 
Timt, V) , V AL(gripperslatlls) = {rlean, dirty}}. We 
assum t that the domain Objer! contains only on e object 
nam ed 0 , . The status nport returned by c1lPckGrip
per may be clean (gripper is clean) or dirty (grip per is 
dnty) . 

We interpret 
the declaration V AL(alarm ) = {yes, no} as the se t of 
integri ty constraints {alarm(T, V) --> V = yes V V = 
no; <-- a/arm(T , yes ) 1\ alarm(T, no)}. Hence, we can 
represent explicit negative facts on p-at.oms. The nec
ces i ty of explici t negative facts have been well recng
nized (Gelfond an d Lifschitz 1991). 

A probabilistic sentence (p-sentence) has the 
form (P(AoIA" ... ,A,, ) 
LQ., Ci")) ~ L1 , ... , Lm , not Lm +!, .. · , not Lp where 
n , m , p 2 0,0 ~ Q ~ Ci" ~ 1,A; are p-atoms, and 
Lj's a re d- literal s. If the aboY(:' p-sentf'nce is ground 
th en its m eaning is "in thf' wntext th at L" ... , Lm 
a re believed to be true and nO\1fe of Lm + 1 , ... , Lp is 
believed to be true then P(AoIA\ , .. . , An) is in the in
terval [Q, Ci"]. For convenience, we writr £x in:;tead uf 
the interval [£x, £x]. 
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We represent a planning fram ework by a knowledge 
base KB, whi ch consists of the following components: 
T{B = (PD,PB , DB , CR). We have introduced the 
set of pred icate declarations PD. PB and DB contain 
the action model and th e domain knowledge a nd GR 
is the set of com binin g rules used as rules for temporal 
proj f'ct ion. They will br discussed nex t. 

Representing Planning Problems 
Action Representation 
Actions are represented by special t imed d-predi cates 
which are called action predicates. Actions ar0 
grouped into classes. The actions in a class d iffer in 
action parameters a nd are called instances of the ac
tion class . For exam ple, the class nf actions move can 
have many ins tances: each desc ribes a specific action 
at a specifir timE' , handles a sprc ific obj ec t and involves 
specifi c souref' and destination locations. For rach ac
tion class , we introdu cf' a new timed action predi cate 
and always assume that the name of the predi cate is 
exact ly the nanl<" of t he action class. The fir st att ribute 
denotes the time when th e action occurs and the other 
possible attributes denute the parameters of the acti on. 
For example , the predi cate move(.,.,.,.) represents the 
action class move. The atom move( 5, CUP I , 10CA, 10CB) 

represents the action instan ce : move, at tim e 5, tin cup 
cup , at position loc.~ to position 10CB Henceforth , we 
use the term action to refer to action instancf's . We 
denote by move( cup, Lac", inCB ) the generic action: 
move thr cup at position I OCA to position LOCB. If A is 
a genrric action , At is the act ion instance "A is peT
Jormed at tim e t ". 

Determ inistic effects of actions a re repres( 'nted by 
clauses in the extended logi c program DB (Gelfond 
and Lifschitz 1991). Most currf'nt logic programmi ng 
solu t ions to reasoning about ac tions and change a re 
formulated in extended lugi c programs , e.g (Gelfund 



and Lifschitz 1993; Baral and Gelfond 1993). Our 
framework can be seen as an extension of extpnded 
logic programs to reasoning about both deterministic 
and probabilistic actions and change. In this pap er , 
we con centrate on uncertain (probabilistic) effects of 
actions . 

Certain conditions m ay detr'rmine whether an action 
can be eXr'cutrd; we call these executability conditions 
(or preconditions). If an action is executed, certain 
conditions may determine the effects that the action 
will have; WI" call these ramification conditions (Had
dawy 1994). 

We divid( ~ the executability and ramification condi
tions into two types: unrert.i1in and deterministic. For 
example , the executability conditions of the pIckup ac
tion might be the gnpper is available and the object is 
on fioor. In our planning sCr'nario we can a:;sumr that. 
the information about thr availability of th" gripper is 
deterministic and the information about the location 
of th e object is uncertain. Deterministic executabil
ity and ramification conditions are represented by d
literals and the uncertain executability and ramifica
tion conditions are represented by p-atoIlls. 

V,Ie drsrri be 
each uncertain effect of action(s) in our language by 
a p-sent ence of the form P(P(TI " . )1 .. , q( . .. ), . . . ) = 
LQ: ,a) ~ a(T2 , .. . ) , ... , Lr, ... , n ot Ls where a( . .. ) is 
an ac t ion atom l

, p and q are p-predicates, and the Li 's 
are d-literals. q and the Li'S may not be timed, but p 
and a must be timed. If the above s ntence is ground, 
we call p(T1 , ... ) a consequent of a(T2 , . .. ) , each q( . .. ) 
a (probabzllstlc) cond~tlon of it , and the conjun ction 

. 1\ L,. 1\ .. . 1\ not Ls the contexl of its corresponding 
"ffeet. 

An action model is a set ofp-sentences, each of which 
has the context including an action a tom. In example 
2, we present the action model of cleanGripprr and 
check Gripper. The checkGripper action uses a noisy 
sensor: the reported sta tus may not absolutely cor
rect. Its representation conforms to the common repre
sentatioll of information gathering actions (Pearl 19t1l3' 
Nicholson and Brady 1994). ' 

Example 2 

P(gripperdlTty(T + 1, no) Igripperdirty(T, no» 
= .9 ;- clLanCripper(T); 

P(gripperdirty(T + 1, yes) Igripp erdirty(T, yes» 
= .9 ;- c/panCripper(T); 

P(gripper stat1ts{T + 1, clean) Igripp( rdirty(T, no» 
= .9 ;- checkGripper(T) ; 

P (gripper statu.s(T + 1, dirty) lgripperdlrty(T, y( s )) 
= . 9 ;- checkGripper(T). 

In th e full paper, we also show how to rpprpsent 
graphical action models (Kushmerick et af. 199\ 
Haddawy and Suwandi 1994) in our framework . 

. I'vVe can represent the combined effects of multipk ac
tIOns, such as concurrent actions, by including multiple ac
tion atoms in the context. 
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In this papfr, we confine ourselvei' to an impor
tant class of act.ion models, the Markovian models 
(Boutilier et al. 1995a). Markov procr'sses can be rep
resented in our language by Markovian dt-normal 
action models. 

Definition 1 An actIOn model IS Markovi an dt
normal or simply Markovian , if it can be rep
resented as a finit e set of sent ences of th e fOTm 
Pr'(p(T + 1, ... ll ... ,q(Tl''' ') ' ''') = [Q ,a] <-

a(T, . .. ), .. . , Lr , ... , not Ls , .. where a is an actIOn 
predicate. If q(Tt , . .. ) is a tim ed condition th en Tl is 
eith er T or T + 1. All timed d-atoms in thr context 
part of the p-sentence must be at time T. 

J\otice that we define the \1arkovian property on 
individual random variables rath er than on states as 
is more common (Howard 1971). This helps to sub
stantially reduce the computational complexity of rea
soning with the models (Boutilier et al. 1995a). Fur
thermore, our sentence-form representation provides a 
compact representation of asymm etric and parse link 
ruatric('s, in the same way as d('cision tree reresentation 
of (Boutilier et al. 1995b). 

Representing Domain Knowledge 
Thus far we have only discussed how to describe 1l1-

dividual actions but interaction betwer n actions and 
other causal relationships between variabks in a spe
cific domain are important for projecting the conse
quences of a plan. At least two kinds of domain knowl
edge a re of interest in plan evaluation: intrinsic causal 
or correlate relationships in the domain and persis
tence rules . The relationship between sound ~ ensor 
and alarm is an intrinsic causal relationship which is 
not caused by any action of the robot. 

Persistence rules are an importiwt component of 
temporal reasoning. The basi c assumption of persis
tence is that if the state of a variable is not known to 
be affected by actions or other events over a p(' riod of 
time, it wjll tend to remain un changed over that pe
riod. In our example, we should have persist(' nce rules 
for object location , cleanness of the gripper, sound sen
sor, and alarm. 
Example 3 A possible set of sentencps f or tht persis
tence of location, and gripperdirty is: 

P(location(T + 1,0, floor)llocation(T, 0 , floor)) = 1 
P(location(T + 1, 0, floor)llocation(T, 0, inGrlpper» 

= .01 
P(location('J ' + 1, 0, inGripp, r) 

Ilocation{T, 0 , inGripper) = .99 
P(gripp erdirty(T + 1, ye s) Igripperdirly(]', yes» = 1 
P(gripperdirty(T + 1, no) Igrippe rdirtyt(T, no) = 1 

The uncertainty In the future locaizon of the object 
when it is held in thr robot 's gnpper is du e 10 the lLn
certain exogenous events . 

In most proba bilistic (Kushmerick el at. 1995) and 
decision-theoretic (Haddawy and Suwandi 1994) nlan
ning systems, a planning problem is chara cterized by 



an initial state: probability distribution. We represent 
such a distribution by a set of prior probability sen
tences at time O. In the robot rxample , the effect of 
exogenous events on the sound sensor is represented 
by a prior probability distribution sensor·(T,.) at a ll 
time points. 

The Combining Rules 
When two or more actions or ewnts influence the state 
of a variable , we nepd to know the probability distri
bution of that variable given all possible combinations 
of states of the actions and events. "For example, if 
Band C inAuence A we need tc know P(AIB, C). 
This inform ation can be specified explicitly but it is 
often difficult to obtain. Typically we will only have 
the probabiltiy of a variable cond itioned on e:ach of 
the individua l influences, e.g. P(AIB) and P(AIC). In 
such situations we need some way of inferring the com
bined influences from the individu a l influences. Com
bining rules such as generalized noisy-OR and noisy
AND (Srinivas 1993) are commonly used to construct 
similar combiner! influences in BNs. 

The topic of temporal reasoning about actions with 
indirect effects and domain constraints has been at
tracting much attention amongst researchers who fo
cus on classical logic solutions (Lin 1995 ; Giunchiglia 
et al. 1995; Baral 1995: Kartha and Lifschitz 1994 ; 
McCain and Turner 1995) as well as researchers who 
focus on Bi\T-approache6 (Pe:arl 1995; Blythe 1994; 
Davidson and Fehling 1994). In (Lin 1995; l\,IlcCain and 
Turner 1995), the concept of causality is emphasized 
and used as the main tool to derive the ramifications of 
performing an action. Combining rules are used as de
fault rule for probabilistic reasoning about inter-cau:;al 
influences (Srinivas 1993). In (Giunchiglia et al. 1995; 
Kartha and Lifschitz 1994), the ramification prob
lem is solved by classfying the ftuents into inertial 
and dppend ent. The state-transition semantics i~ 

based, intuitively, on that classification and the causes 
of the change. In our modpl we incorporate such 
manipulations into some procedures- the combining 
rules. A combining rule takes as input a set of p
sentencrs which have the same: random variable in 
the consequents- the causes that influence the random 
variable- and produces the combined pffect. 

vVe define a combining rule as any a lgorithm that 
takes as input a set of ground probabilistic sentences 
with the same consequent {P(AoIAil , ... ,ilin') = 
[Q.i) ail <-- .. ·11 ::; i ::; m} and produces as out
put P(AoIAI , ... ,An) = [Q.,a], whe:re AI " '" and 
An are all different and {AI, ... , An} is a subset of 
U01 {Ail, ... , A;n,}. 

The combining rules are generally dependent on the 
concrpte domain. One plau~ible rule is act ions take 
prece:dence over other causes. It is ill ustrated in the 
followin.c; examp le: 

Example 4 Suppose that the pickup action is chosen 
to bt ptrformcd at time 5 un object 01. The combmed 
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effect of the pirkup actIOn and tht persistence rule for 
plan evaluation might contain the following sentenres 
(to shorten the examp le , we mtroduce variab les mto the 
sentences): 

P(loeation( 6,01, inGripper) 
Ilocati on( 5,01, floor), gripperdlrty( no)) = .85 

PI lo eatlon(6, OJ, floor) 
Ilocation( 5,0 J , floor), gripperdirty( no)) = .15 

P(locattOn( 6,01 , inGripper) 
Ilo cation(5 , 01 , flour), gnpperdirty( no)) = .90 

P(location(6 , 01, inGrippcr) 
Ilocation(5, 01, mGnpper) , gripperdirty(Z)) = .99 

P(location( 6, 0,) floor) 
Iloeatian(S, 01, mGnpper), gripperdirty(Z)) = .01 

The first set of sentwces is constructed for the case 
th e conditions of pickup an satisfied. The probabihty 
values are taken from tht action models. When the 
object is in the gnpper at time 5, the actzon is not 
performed and the probability valu es are inherited from 
persistence rulrs. 

The status of alarm is an pxample of combining in
direct effect (sensaT(t) --? alarm(t)) and persistence 
(alaTm(t - 1) --? afarm(t)) 

Instead of a successor state axiom for each flu.ent 
(Reiter 1991), th e [{B needs to contain at least one 
combining rule for each p-predicat r;. 

The Planning Framework 
For a planning domain , we can construct a knowledge 
base K B, which consists of the following component:;: 
J(R = (PD,PB , DB ,CR) . PD is the set of predicate 
declaratiolls. PB contains the action model and the 
domain knowledge- intrinsic causal relationships, per
siste:nce rules and other probabilisti c information. DB 
is the deterministic base and CR is th e set of combin
ing rules. We say that a KB is Markovian cit-normal if 
PB is. 

Contingent Probabilistic Plans 
We assume that the undPflying f{ B is Markovian and 
I{ B does not contain any fact about a constant time 
point other than the starting time O. We represent a 
CPP using a programming language in which the prim
itive statements are generic actions and there are only 
two contro l structures: se:quent ia l and conditional (by 
using the r:ASE construct). The condition of eASY 
can refer to the values of RVs in previous time slices. 
We always assum e that in a CASE construct the dif
ferent branching conditions are mutually excl usive. 

Exampl~ 5 Consider the followzng CPP faT' the robot: 

checkGripper; 
CASE 

ENDCASE; 
pickup(OI ); 
putznBag(al ). 

gripper status 
dirty: 

IS 
cleanGripptr ; 
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Figure 2: The graph model of a contingent probabilis
tic plan. 
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Figure 3: The t ree model of a contingent probabilistic 
pian. 

The action clean Gripp er is performed only when lhe 
gripper is observed dzrty. 

In a C P P, we call a seq uence of consecu t i ve generi c 
actions in the plan which does not contain t he C ASE 
or E1\TDCAS E keywords a (sequential) plan fragment. 
A CPP can be repres('nted by a graph of its maximal 
plan fragments as shown in the figure 2. In th(' fig
ure, the names starting with F denote a maximal plan 
fragm ent . In the graph representation, each hor izontal 
bar rep resents a maximal plan fragment a nd is a nno
tated with the cor responding name of the fragment. 
The lin es connecting the horizonta l bars represent the 
diverging (corresponding to the CASE keyword) and 
converging (corresponding to the ENDCASE keyword) 
links. The diverging links are annotated with the cor
responding conditions in the program. Equivalent to 
the graph representation is the tn~e of maximal plan 
fragtt]('n ts, shown in Figure 3. 

The Goal of Plan Projection 
In this pap er we are interested in evaluating the proba
bility of some random vari a bles , which are called goal 
variables , a t t he end of the pf'l'formance of a C PP. 
Not ice that such a plan has several bran ching possi
bili ties, eacll branch has a sppcific time length and a 
specific prob abi lity of occurrence . Assume the CPP P 
has n possibl e branches Fil i = 1, ... ,11, the probabil
ity of occurrence of branch Fi is Prbranch( i), the length 
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(duration) of bra nch Fi is n , and we want to evaluate 
the probability thil,L a n (atempora l) random variab le 
X achieving the value x. The desiff~d probability is 
given by the follow ing forlIlula: 

n 

Pr'(X = xlP) = 2)Pr(A i IFi ) x Prbrancl,( i)) 
i =1 

w here Ai is the ground p-atom in our language [f~pre

sent ing the fact that the random vari a ble X achieving 
th(' value x at timt' n; a nd Pr(Ai IF;) is the probability 
of Ai when Fi i ~ actually performeJ. 

Example 6 in th e example 5; X = x may be int er
preted as "01 is in the bag". Fl is (checkGripper (O); 
r:l eanGripper( 1); pickup(2, 01); put inBag(3, oJ)), nl = 
4; Al = location (4,o j ,inBng); 
Pr(AIIF1) is th e probability of Al after F\ is ac
tually perform ed and Prbranch( l ) is the probability 
thai checkGripp er returns dirty . Similarly, F2 1::; 

(c hlckGripper( O); picku.p( 1, 0 \); 

putinBag(2,0J)), n2 = 3, A2 = location(3 ,o[,inBag) , 
Pr(A2IF2) is th e probability of A2 after F2 Z5 per
f OT1ned and Prbranch (2) is the probability thai check
Gripper returns clean. 

Notice that our procpdures can be used to constr uct 
BNs for evaluatin g RVs at any tim e point . Hence, they 
can be embedded in decision-theoreti c plannprs whi rh 
producr optimal poli cies. 

Plan Fragments and Their BN Models 
A (sequential ) pla n fragment is a sequence of generic 
actions. If F is the p lan fragment (A (1), ... , A (n») and 
t o is a time point , we use Ft " to denote th(' "con-

crete" plan (A~~), . .. , A;~ln-l)' 1\To t ice that our]{ B is 
Markov ian, and so , each ac tion takes one unit amoun t 
of ti me. We say to is the starting lim e a nd t o + n is 
t he ending tim e of Fto ' 

In order to build a BN modpl to evaluate a CPP, we 
construct the BN model for each maximal plan fr ag
m ent. The BN m odel of the CPP will be a tree of 
those component BNs. BN-trees will be introduced in 
the nf xt section. 

Assume wr want to const ruct a B~ to r:valuate the 
effec t of a plan fragm ent F on a set of ran dom vari
ab les . We assume that F is perform ed at a time point 
to, where to is a variable, and try to construct a param
eterized BN for F whi ch will be instantiated to con
crete BN at concrete time points when we combine the 
fr agments. If ]{ B does not contain any fact. related to 
a ny constant time point except tim e point 0 (the star t
ing state) and f( B is Markovian t hen we formulatf til(' 
problem as evaluate the effect of the "concre te" plan 
Fto on the goal ran dom variables at time to + n. 

In the full pap er, wp adapt a procedure which was 
prespntecl in (:\Tgo et at. 1995) to the current framework 
to cons truct condItional B .Vs . 



r- ~ 
BN-Fl~_~ 
C12~ 

Figure 5: A B~-tree model of a contingent probabilis
ti c plan . 

T he concept of ronditional Bayesian networks has 
been used by several researchers, including (David
son a nd Fehling 1994) . VVe call a DAG a conditional 
BN if we can constru ct from it a B'\T (with the cor
responding probability independenc(' ass umptions) by 
assigning (prior) probability distributions to some of 
its no des which do not have incoming arcs. We call 
su ch nodes znput variables. In our p lanning settings 
the input variable::; a re variablps at t he starting time 
poin t . 

We denote th(' B"l con:;tructed by our procedure 
when the input consis ts of the plan fragment F, the 
star t ing t ime to, en ding time to + n and the set of goal 
rand om variables G by BN(F, to, to + n, G). 

The figure 4 shows three conditional Bi\s con
stru cted by our procedure for three plan fragments. 
The purpose is constructing the BN relevant to the 
evalu a tio n of the fin al goal variables location(ol) and 
alarm aft('r performing (pickup(od, putinBag(oJ)). 
Th e process starts with the final goal variabl es 
loration(ol) and alarm and the a ction putinBag(ol)' 
The input variables of BN ((putinB ag( 01 )) , to + 1, to + 
2 , {l ocation(to + 2, od , alarm(to + 2)}) become th. · goa l 
va ri ables of B N ( (pichp(od), to, to + 1, {location(t o + 
1, od , alarm( to + 1)}). '\ utice that irrelevant RV s , P.. g 
gl'ipperdirty(to + 1) , a rE' not consid ered. 

Bayesian Network-Trees 
A C PP can be represented as a tree in which each link 
is a nnotated with an optional condition and a plan 
frag ment F (see Figure: 3). In the previous section we 
presented th e concept of BN(F,to , to +n,G), the BN 
for evaluating th e eff('ct of F performed at to on th e 
goal ra ndom variabl es G at to + n. In ord er to E'valu a te 
th e whole CPP, we connect those BNs into a BN-tree. 

Example 7 if th e CP P is represented as a tree of 
maximal plan fragm ents in Ftgure 3 and we have a BN 
for each manmal plan fragm ent th en we can conn ec t 
thos e BNs into a tree form shown in Figurt 5. In th e 
Figu re 5, each B N -Fi is a conditional BN of Fi . 

In this section we formally defin e the concept of B N
tree . We believe that the concept of BN-tree is helpful 
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in a variety of problems . To avoid the confus ion be
tween the nodes, edges, paths, etc. of the BN-tree and 
those of each BN in the tree, we call a node of the 
BN-tree a T-node,etc. 

Definition 2 A BN-tree is a tree in which: 
(1) A nnotated to each T-nodr is a tuple ( B N;, Si) , 

where BN; is a conditional BN and Si is a set of sorw 
root nodes (nodes without preceding nodes) m BNi . 
We require that: 

(1 .1) There exists a link matrix fa l' each node zn B ,Vi 
which is not in Si. Thp lmk matrices of nodes in S i 
are provided by BNs at higher levf'i in the BN-tree. 

(J. 2) For any T-branch, any node in the BNs of that 
bran ch is defined once and only on ce (i. r. has one and 
only one lznk matrix). 

(2) Annotated to each T-edqt IS the context of the 
T-subtree angmated from the T-nod f at th e end of th e 
T-edg e. A contfxt is a dis]untion of conjunctions of 
thi' form V~ J\j = L veli( Nij , Vi j) ! wh ere vale Nij , Vij) 
means th e node Nij achieves the valu( Vij . We requ it e 
that: 

(2.1) Each conjunction 1\7=1 ValeVij, Vij) tS consis
tent. 

(2. 2) Each node Nij appears in at least one of th e 
BNs in th e ancestor T-nod es of tilt T- t dge. 

(2.3) For any T-bran ch, the conjunction of all con
ttxts on th t T-edges is co nsist ent. 

(2.4) For every non-leaf T-node on th e BN-tree, th e 
contexts of any two different T-edg es departing from 
that T-nodc. art mutually inconsistent. 

A T-bran ch IS any (direct ed) T-path from th e T-root 
of th e B N-tree to aT-leave . 

Each set Si is the set of inpu t variables of the corre
sponding B:\, in our planning setting. 

A BN-tree is complete if (1) The set of contexts an
notated to the T-edges departing from an a rbitrary T
node of the BJ';-tree is covering. (2) Th e sets of nodes 
(random va riables) in the B'\Ts along a ny two T-paths 
from th e' T-root to a T-I eaf are th(' same . 

Probability Distribution Implied by a 
BN-tree 
Let b be a T-branch . Th e BN implied by b, denot('d 
by B Nb , is constructed by connecting all the B Ns at 
the T-no des along b. Th at BN is well defin ed. In our 
planning setting (·ach RNb is the BN model of a branch 
Fi (see sec tion ). 

Definition 3 Let N be th e set of all nodes (random 
vanablrs) appearing in a complet e BN-tree T. Th e 
probability distribution implied by T, dtnolr.d by PrT , 
is defin ed as: 

PT'T(X) = Prb(X), 

where X is an arbitrary assIgnment to all ra ndom vari
ables in N , b is the only T- branch WhOSL conditions al'e 
compatihlt with X , and PT'b is the probability distribu
tion of BNb 



Figure 4: (a) BN((pickup(ol) ), ta,ta + 1, {location(ta + 1, 0J),aLarm(to + I)}); (b) B.V( (plltinBag(od),ta + 
1, to + 2, {lor.ation(to + 2, od , alarm(ta + 2)}) ; and (c) BN( (pickup(ud, putinBag(od) , ta, to + 2, {location(to + 
2,01) , alar'm(ta + 2)}). 

Proposition 1 If T is a compltie EN-trer then Prr 
is a well-defined probability fun ction. 

In case T is not complete , we can use some default 
rul es to derive a default probability distribution. In 
one default rule we assume that if a RV does not appear 
in a B N Branch then it will takes ;l, predefined val ue and 
be prob abilistically indep fn de'nt to other RVs. 

A straightforward pro ce'dure tu update probabili ty uf 
som e RVs C; on a Bl\-tree upon recriving the evidence' 
fiJ , e.g . Prr(GIE) , is 

(1) Select from T the set B of T-branche's whose 
contexts are compatible with G U E. 

(2) If the context of a branch b is (:b thrn compute 
PT'b(G, CbIE) 

(3) PT'r(GIE) = Lb PrbEB(G, Cbl£) · 
We are currently investigating inferencr procrdures 

on BN-trees. 

Bayesian Network Abstraction 

Abstract Bayesian Networks 

We can see in Figure 3 that a plan fragment m ay be 
repeated many times in a CPP. We can speed up the 
reasoning process by abstracti ng away the "unneces
sary" nodes in the BN rep resenting a plan fragment 
a nd storing the abstract B:.J. In the abstraction process 
we need to retain the interface and eviden ce variables. 
The interface variables consist of input variables which 
furm the inte rface' with preceeding BNs a nd the out
put variables , included in thi s class are goal va riables, 
which form the intprface with the succeeding BT\l's or 
for querying purpose. The evidence variables are usrd 
for probability updating . For our current purposes, 
the'y a re observation variables whose values are used in 
later branching conditions. Int ernal variables afE~ the 
vari a bles which are not classified as interface or evi
dence. They can be abstracted away withuut affecting 
th e reasoning on th e whole BN-tree. 
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Definition 4 An abstract BN of a ronditi onal EN 
N is a conditional network M such that: (1) ,V and 
M have the sam e int erface and evidenct vanables. 

(2) Any node in N is in M 
(3) For any probability distribution assign ed to th e 

input variables, the resulting marginal probability dis
tribution of tllP random varia bles com.mon to th! two 
networks arc the sa m. e. 

In (Lam 1994) the author propOSe's a techniqu e to 
abstract away a portion of a B;\! . That technique' tu rns 
out to be unsound : the resu lting network does not 
represent the margin alized probability distribution of 
thr original proba.bility distribution. Wp propose a 
less ex tensive but sound approach of abstract ion. For 
exampl e, th r t ra nsfurm a tion in Figures 6.(a.) is use
ful in temp oral reasoning. Th e sequence' of nodes 
(1) -.. (2) -.. ... (n ) can occur bpcause of the per
sistence rul es. Assume nod e i has mi values . The 
clustering algori thm would create n - 1 clusters of 
::;ize rno x mi x mi+l, i = 1, ... , n - l. The net
work after transformation has onl y one clus ter of sizp 
ma x ml x m n · In most cases, the new neb·vork is 
more efficil'nt than the original. In Figure 6.( a) we 
assume that nodes (2) , ... , (n - 1) are inte rnal nodes, 
thpre are no a rrows connected to them other than the 
ones shown in the figure and node (n) has only t wo in
coming arcs. The new link m atrix of node (11) contains 
Pr(xnlxl, xa), wh ere Xi is the RV a.sso ciaterl wi th node 
(i) . 

Two other tra nsforrllati ons are g i ven in Figurps 6. (b) 
and (c ). In Figure 6.(b) we assu me th at there a re no 
arrows conn!xted tu (2) other than the unes shown in 
the figure. In ordrl' to use the t ransform a tion in Figure 
6.(c), we require th at the a rc departing from (0) in the 
figure is t he unly one conn ected to (0) . We also can use 
soml' tr ansform at ions , which arE' described by Shachter 
(Shachter 1988) , for abs tr action purpose . In the full 
pap er, we prove the suundness of our abstraction [,ules. 



(b) (c) 

Figure 6: Two local transformations on B;\ls. 

(a) 

FigurE' 7: (a) BN( (pickup(oI),putinBag(oJ)),to,to + 2, {location(to + 2,o!),alar'm(to + 2)}). (b) The BN after 
sensol>( to + 1) is abstracted away. (c) The BN after alarm( to + 1) is abstracted away. 

Figurp 7 shows the appl ication of abstraction tech
niques in our p lanning example. 

Abstract Junction Trees 

The most efficient technique to update a BN in light of 
evid ence builds a Junction tTedrom the nf'twork and do 
the probability propagation on it . To save computat io n 
time, we may want to store either the abtract BN or the 
abstract junction tree associated with a plan fr agment 
for later use. 

Assume we have a conditional B/\. We construct the 
abstrilct junction tree by the following stf'ps: 

(1) Performing thE' local transformations to simplify 
the network; 

(2) Connecting each pair of output variablE's by an 
undirected edge; 

(3) Connecting each pair of input variables by an 
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undirrctrd edge: 
(4) Connecting all parents of an arbitrary node by 

undirected edges; 
(5) Abstracting away the internal nodes, if possible 

and advantageous; 
(6) Assigning to each inp ut variable a Belid Tab le 

of 1 's ; 
(7) Triangulating thr network and build the junction 

tree. 
The abovE' steps can bE' proved to preserve the 

(marginal) joint probabi lity distribution. 

Constructing a BN-tree to Evaluate a 
Contingent Probabilistic Plan 

Assume F and F' are two plan fragments and Bj\' 
and BN' are two (maybe abstract) BNs constructed 
from F and F' respectively. We say the pair (F, F') 



is compatibie if the set of input variables of BN' is a 
subset of the set of output variables of B N. 

Proposition 2 If any two consecutivp ENs in FIgure 
5 an. compatible then the result structure is a EN-tret. 

Figure 8 shows thr BN fragments resultrd from the 
cpr III example 5. 
In Figure 8.(d) is the BN for evaluating the branch 
(checkGripperO, cleanG1>ipperO, pickup( oJ) , 
putinBag(oJ)) on the Bl\' - tree. In that BN, an 
abstracted version of B.V((putinBag(oJ )) , lo, to + 
l, {location(t o + l,ol),alarm(t o + I)}) is used. 

In thf' full pap er we investigate the construction of 
a tailored B.l';-trer for the evaluation of the effect of 
a Cpp on some given random variables . E,,~entially, 
the procedure is a backtracking procrss building the 
conditional BNs for each fra)!;ment starting from last 
one. In order to assure the compatibility between any 
two consecutive BNs , in the backtracking process , the 
input variables of the B\Ts of all fragm ents departing 
from one (diverging or converging) point are used as 
goal variables in building the BN of the fragment(s) 
immediately preceeding that point. We have shown 
the soundness and completeness propertie~ of our pro
ced ure in certain condition~. 

Notice that we do not generate the whole BN-tree 
but only the portion relevant t.o a set of goal variables. 
That strategy makes the procedure marl' effic ient. 

Conclusions and Future Research 
In this paper we propose a language whi ch combines 
extended logic programs and probabilistic logic pro
grams to represent probabilistic action models and do
main knowledgf' for plan projection purpose. Thp lan
guage has a formal semantics, yet inherits the prac
ticality propf'rty of logic programming and B\'s. We 
a rgue that classical logics techniques for temporal rea
soning should be translated into combining rules in our 
probabilistic setting. We proposl' the concept of B1\1-
Trees and abstraction techniques for evaluat ing contin
gent probabilistic plans. 

In the full paper, we embed the discuss( ~ d concepts 
and techniques in a decision-theoretic planner. We pro
pose a Knowledge-Based Interactive Decision
Theoretic Planning System, which can be used as 
a tool for dl'cision-theoretic plan gl'nera tion. In such 
a system, thE' action model and domain knowledge are 
stored in a K B. The user controls the process by spec
ifying to the system the utility function and the con
stra ints on the plan space, which are used by the sys
tem to find the optimal policies. To specify the con
straints on the plan space, we use a technique similar 
to that of GOLOG (Levesque et al. 1995), which is 
an effort to extl'nd situation calculus (without con sid
erin,e; quantitative uncertainty) for robot control prob
lems. In GOLOG , a plan (or complex action, in their 
terminology) is composed from primitive actions by 
using conventional programming language constructs 
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(sequential, conditional, looping, etc.). Some primitive 
actions are nondetf'Tministic , and hence, :;pecifying a 
set of plans. The GOLOG interpretl'r, upon receiv
ing a complex action sp ecification, produces the valid 
plans -the plans consist of actions whose preconditions 
a re proved to be satisfied aftf'r performing their corre
sponding preceeding actions. In our system, the pian 
space is also represented by a program but the objec
tive is finding the plans that maximize the expected 
utility. 

We are currently investigate more efficent procedures 
for finJing optilllal plan(s). We are also interested in 
anytime algorithms which could find "good" plans in 
resource constraint environments (Horvitz 1989). 
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